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Meeting Minutes  

1. Preliminaries  
1.1. Welcome and apologies 
The Chair opened the meeting at 9:05 am. Members noted there were apologies from Angela Iles, 
Constable Ashley Kent and the alternate Tasmania Police representative Senior Constable Karina 
Breen. 

1.2. Declaration of interests 
The declarations of material personal interest table (Attachment A) was reviewed and Mr Jon Bryan 
again noted that he still works for the Tasmanian Conservation Trust (TCT) part time but does not 
represent the TCT as the Community and Conservation representative. Industry member Nick Martin 
noted that he now operates a banded morwong licence.  

Table (Attachment A) was updated accordingly. 

1.3. Adoption of agenda 
SFAC adopted the Agenda (Attachment B) with one addition to other business with regard to 
resourcing of the Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania (NRE) Wild Fisheries 
Management Branch. 

1.4. Actions arising 
The FAC noted that action 2.3 is complete and will be reported in more detail in item 1.5. It was 
noted that the Minister has made a decision to review endorsements as part of a larger project. 
Action 4.1 is complete as is it now a standing agenda item 1.5 under Preliminaries. Action 4.2 is 
ongoing and will be prioritised as soon as possible.  

The action table  (Attachment C) was updated accordingly.   

1.5. Ministerial decisions 
The first Ministerial decision related to the north coast calamari closure and this was approved on 
19 July 2021. 

The second Ministerial decision related to the review of policy on status of endorsements in the 
Scalefish Fishery. The Minister approved an integrated fisheries policy development proposal on 4 
October 2021 which would include the status of scalefish endorsements, resource sharing and 
allocation policy and criteria for establishing recreational only fishing areas. 

It is expected that this review would commence in the first half of 2022, noting there are a number of 
issues in the Recreational Fishing Strategy which are actually overarching fisheries issues including 
resource sharing, harvest strategies, etc. The NRE representative indicated additional resources 
would need to be made available in order for the full suite of initiatives to be progressed in a timely 
manner. 

The FAC: 

• Expressed concern on how any future recreational only areas would be determined 
• Noted that the Government needs to take a position on the status of commercial fishing in 

Tasmania. It is a primary industry and sector in its own right. 
• The NRE representative noted that the process provides a good opportunity for commercial 

interests to be considered in a rigorous manner.  
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2. FRDC Project no. 2018-067: Socio-economic Scalefish 
Fishery project update 

Dr Emily Ogier detailed the status of the project so far. Refer to Attachment E for a copy of the 
presentation. The FAC noted the following key points:  

• The project is now exploring feasibility to identify opportunities. 
• Performance area 1: Economic viability and profitability for active TSF fishers 

o noting ~80% of active fishers are fully efficient—i.e., production output matches gear 
and vessel capacity given current licensing and catch limits. 

o Overall TSF fish prices have generally increased at a rate above inflation since 2000, 
but TSF fishers and wholesalers have no/very limited market power over wholesale 
prices for most TSF species, which are affected by supply of imports, Australian 
farmed finfish and large scalefish catching sectors interstate 

o Overall TSF fishers individually generate normal levels of profit (i.e. operators earn 
the equivalent of wages for small business owners) but not economic rent (above-
normal profit) was observed. 

• Performance area 2: Social viability and livelihood conditions for active TSF fishers 
o Livelihood opportunity – current fishers are choosing to fish full time, part time or in 

multiple fisheries. There are around 60 dedicated (dependent) fishers. 
o Livelihood security – 90% of active fishers operate under transferable licences, while 

10% operate under non-transferable licences. There is a high level of latency—
around 45% of TSF licences are inactive which reduces security for active fishers. 
Management change that actively limits catches or introduces species specific 
licences on high value species will increase security for some and decrease it for 
others. 

o High level of licensing and inputs controls reduces flexibility of dedicated fishing 
operations and increases transactional costs. 

• Performance area 3: Economic flow-on benefits to the Tasmanian economy. 
o Gross Value Added (GVA) – in 2018/19 the TSF contributed $5.3 M into the Tas 

economy ($2.5 M directly and $2.8 M indirectly through household re-spending of 
income and business re-spending in other sectors. 

o Household income – notably $0.51 from each dollar of scalefish purchased from the 
TSF finds its way to direct household income, which supports demand for housing 
and consumer spending in Tasmania. 

• Performance area 4: Social flow-on benefits to the Tasmanian economy. 
o Employment contribution through flow-on effects 
o TSF provides alternative or supplementary livelihood for fishers in other Tas fisheries 

and in other jobs in regional Tasmania 
o Relative availability and cost of TSF licences make it a more equitable pathway for 

new entrants 
o TSF products are sold straight to local restaurants (20% of first sale transactions) and 

retailers (14%), as well as direct sales to the public. 

Opportunities include reducing gear and species licence restrictions and input controls (noting 
that this would improve economic and social benefits for existing dedicated TSF operators but 
reduce opportunities for new entrants and increased employment), creating new revenue 
streams through new products, product development and promotion, shortening supply chains 
to increase share of market revenues by fishers, share supply chain services and facilities to 
achieve efficiencies. Some of these opportunities would need to be driven by Government and 
others would need to be driven by industry. 
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Next steps include: 

1. Finalise and publish report, plus summary sections for different users. 
2. Have made a request to FRDC for an extension until the end of March 2022. 
3. Share findings with SFAC, Scalefish Fishery licence holders, TSIC and NRE. 

3. LMRMA Review 
Lizzie Chinnappa presented information on the review of the Living Marine Resources Management 
Act 1995 (LMRMA) project. 

The following key points were noted:  

• The LMRMA review will provide for the opportunity to strategically consider if Tasmania’s 
marine resource management regime meets the objectives of achieving sustainable 
development and aligns with current best practice fisheries and marine resource 
management principles. 

• Will canvas the views of stakeholders on their experience with the administration of the Act 
and their views on the future of marine resource management in Tasmania 

• Propose to Government a future pathway to modernise the legislative regime that achieves 
desired marine resources management objectives. 

• The Terms of Reference were released in August 2021 
• A discussion paper to facilitate engagement with the Key Stakeholder Group will be 

released and consultation forums held from January to March 2022. 
• A summary report on issues identified by Government, the Key Stakeholder Group and 

other stakeholders will be drafted by June 2022. 
• A draft white paper will be released for public consultation from November 2022. 
• It is expected that the final white paper will be delivered to Government mid-2023. 

Industry members were encouraged to participate in the process.  

4. Banded Morwong 
Information was presented to the FAC before moving on to discussion of the 2022/23 Total 
Allowable Catch recommendation. 

4.1. Updated model outputs (IMAS) 
Dr Nils Krueck and Brett Stacy presented the updated outputs of the model and the preliminary 
performance of the fishery for the 2020/21 quota season and from May to October of the 2021/22 
quota season. 

The FAC noted: 

• Statewide catch of 24.2 tonnes in 2020/21—with 23.6 tonnes from the TAC area. 
• Statewide catch of 10.9 tonnes in 2021/22 thus far (May to October)—with 9.8 t from the 

TAC area. 
• As a result of Covid related lockdown impacts on markets for the last two years, the TAC 

for the 2021/22 season is likely to be undercaught as occurred during the 2020/21 quota 
season. Industry estimate that the likely total landed catch would be around 26 tonnes of a 
TAC of 35.8 tonnes. In the 2020/21 quota season, the Banded Morwong TAC was 
ultimately under caught by around 8.3 tonnes of a TAC of ~31 tonnes.  

• On 19 November 2021, the Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania 
(NRE) hosted the Banded Morwong Fishery Forum where scientists from the Institute for 
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Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS) presented information on the review of the banded 
morwong fishery model and results of the 2020/21 catch and effort data for industry. Also 
included were the preliminary results of the current [2021/22] season from May to October 
2021.  

• The banded morwong forum is held annually to inform industry and canvass views before 
SFAC meets to make a recommendation on the TAC. A copy of the Banded Morwong 
Fishery Forum summary is attached. 

IMAS scientists presented information on the review of the Banded Morwong Fishery model—
including biological survey data which was not included in the TAC setting process in March 
2021—and results of the 2020/21 catch and effort data and preliminary results of the current 
season to FAC members. 
The FAC noted the following key points: 

• Approximately 73% of the 2021/22 TAC remains to be caught from November to the end of 
February. 

• Relative standardised catch rates increased in all areas and have continued the trend of the 
last five seasons. 

• Model projections presented at both the Banded Morwong Fishery Forum and Scalefish 
FAC included the biological data from the 2021 survey—this data collection was completed 
in April 2021 and was not available for the model projections presented in March for the 
setting of the 2021/22 TAC—and completion of revisions of the structure and 
parameterisation of the assessment model. 

• The biannual biological survey indicates female spawning abundance has decreased 
substantially since 1996. 

• The model is currently under peer review by scientists in New Zealand and IMAS are 
awaiting the outcome. There is an expectation that the “two regions” assumption and 
associated migration rates between these “regions” may be challenged due to lack of 
supporting evidence. In both the two region and single region model assumptions there is a 
gradual downward trend in predicted spawning biomass from now to 2026—although the 
single stock assumption breaches the limit reference point of 30% of virgin biomass in 5 
years with a 90% confidence (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Slide 23 from the IMAS presentation to the Banded Morwong Fishery Forum and the Scalefish Fishery 
Advisory Committee that shows the influence of the two area assumption on the biomass projection where the two area 
assumption is maintained (upper black line with circles) and where the two area assumption is removed (lower blue line 
with triangles). Until migration rates are known the two area assumption cannot be defended. 

4.2. Setting the 2022/23 Banded Morwong TAC (NRE) 
The FAC noted: 

• that a second year of under catch may provide for one off TAC increase above 31 tonnes 
(as was provided for the current 2021/22 season). 

• the uncertainties in the model assumptions are under external review. A sensitivity analysis 
for the last season suggested that increasing the TAC by ~4.8 tonnes for only one year 
would have a negligible impact on future spawning stock biomass. However, spawning 
stock biomass might fall below the limit reference point within 5 years if the TAC increase 
was maintained over consecutive seasons. 

• industry expects that the domestic markets for Banded Morwong will improve after 
Tasmania reopens to other States and will be able to absorb any increase. 

After much discussion on the model review, fishery performance, the impact of COVID-19 on the 
markets and market recovery the FAC supported maintaining the TAC at 35,760 kilograms (~35.8 
tonnes) equivalent to 30 kilograms per quota unit.  
It should be noted that the community and conservation member, Mr Jon Bryan, was not present 
for the discussion of this item and a recommendation was not made as he had to leave at 11:45 
am, therefore no view from him was recorded. In previous years Mr Bryan supported a reduced 
TAC arguing that the assumptions in the model provided a level of uncertainty he did not accept 
and as such he believed the TAC should be reduced. 
Industry members at the Banded Morwong Fishery Forum also supported maintaining the TAC at 
35.8 tonnes (30 kilograms per quota unit). 
The NRE representative noted that addressing the uncertainties and assumptions in the model 
was a high priority and should be resolved as soon as is practicable. The NRE representative also 
highlighted that although there are assumptions in the model that are under review, these are the 
best IMAS simulations and that the TAC proposed would not breach the limit refence point for the 
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fishery of maintaining biomass above 30% of virgin biomass in five years at a 90% probability. The 
impact of the increase for one further year to allow for the undercatch in the previous COVID-19 
year was simulated as “negligible” by IMAS. NRE again emphasised this proposed increase was 
for one year only. 

RECOMMENDATION 
That the Total Allowable Catch (TAC) for the east coast Banded Morwong Fishery for the 2022/23 
quota year be set at 30 kilograms per quota unit (35,760 kilograms)—i.e., maintain the 2021/22 
TAC for the 2022/23 quota year. 

5. Calamari management 
The NRE manager tabled the draft paper titled Summary of Responses on the Discussion Paper. 
There are no proposals, judgements or recommendations from the Department contained within 
this document.  

The following key points were noted: 
• Two surveys were released, one for the commercial sector and one for the recreational 

sector. 
• Fishery managers toured the north coast (including Flinders Island) making themselves 

available to commercial fishers who wanted to talk about the content of the discussion 
paper. 

• These proposals generated a high level of controversy, angst, antagonism, and 
intersectoral issues—noting the management change process is now harder to progress.  

• Unsurprisingly, responses depended on where someone was placed in the fishery—i.e., 
those who would potentially qualify for a licence and those that wouldn’t. 

An alternative proposal to introducing limited entry was put forward by some fishers during the 
public comment process. The alternate model proposes that no licences are introduced, and 
instead general access is maintained—i.e., no further limits on participation—and all licence 
holders should have the same measures imposed upon them. A catch limit of a specific kilogram 
value per day [~100 kg] was proposed in addition to an extension of the current north coast closed 
season from 1 month to up to 2 months. 

On the recreational side NRE has faced some criticism from the peak body (TARFish) stating that 
we didn’t consult enough with them before the discussion paper was publicly released during the 
non-statutory process. This was highlighted during the recent disallowance motion which 
successfully overturned recreational bag and boat limits for abalone that were introduced in 2019. 
The upper house didn’t necessarily disagree with the management measures but stated that NRE 
needed to do a better job of engaging with the sectors. The Department intends to conduct public 
meetings around the State prior to the statutory stage of consultation.  

The FAC was asked to assess the two broad proposals and provide a clear rationale to the 
Minister about which of these proposals will facilitate a return of the calamari stocks from depleting 
to sustainable. 

There was further discussion regarding the proposed alternate included in the summary report. 
The FAC noted the following: 

• There are 208 licences that could potentially access a stock that we are trying to return to 
sustainability. This process was started to achieve sustainability for a depleting stock and 
the alternate proposal will not do this. 
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• Limiting participation—i.e., introducing licences—in the north east and the north west is 
result in a smaller fishery that is better placed for management in the long term if further 
management action is required in the future. 

• The fundamental argument being placed for the alternative is that the total catch would be 
limited more if a daily trip limit and extension of the spawning closure were applied rather 
than introducing limited access. This is unlikely due to the risk of latent effort being 
activated. Latent effort is of major concern. 

• In contrast if limited licences were introduced then a smaller number of fishers would 
remain and would retain similar catch and effort to what they had prior to the introduction of 
any licence. A limited number of fishers cannot fish in every place at once so spawning 
areas would get a break. 

• It would be more viable/profitable for a smaller group of fishers. 
• Extending the closure would further limit fishing opportunity due to impact of weather on the 

weeks that the fishery would be open. There are fewer fishing days on the north coast 
compared to the east coast. 

• Suggestions that limiting access would create better stewardship of the resource compared 
to retaining open access where some fishers with multiple deck hands are currently fishing 
down spawning aggregations from dawn to dusk.  

In summary the FAC did not support the alternative proposal due to the potential for increased 
catch and effort and less stewardship of the resource. Additionally increasing the length of the 
seasonal closure as proposed would have an impact on the north coast as the number of fishing 
days available are very dependent on the weather. Calamari are a good product that holds it beach 
price well which encourages opportunistic fishers to fish a spawning aggregation hard which then 
reduces the opportunity for that aggregation to recover. 

Limited access and alternative proposal 
The FAC is supportive of the original option to introduce limited licences for the north coast in the 
discussion paper. 
The original limited access option proposed in the discussion paper is supported because it is likely 
to: 

• be more sustainable than the alternative proposal 
• result in a more commercially viable fishery for those who are left in the fishery 
• be a more orderly fishery and more capable of being managed by the Department. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Limited access and alternative proposal 

The FAC recommends that the Minister consults on the original limited access option proposed in 
the discussion paper because this management option is likely to: 

● be more sustainable than the alternative due to reduced number of fishing vessels 
● result in a more commercially viable fishery for those who are left in the fishery 
● be a more orderly fishery and more capable of being managed by the Department. 

The FAC does not support the alternative proposal of not introducing limited licences and 
introducing a trip limit across the board as well as increasing the length of the spawning closure 
from the current 4 weeks to 6-8 weeks because this management option is likely to: 

● potentially activate latent effort—noting there are 208 licences that could target calamari 
● increase total catch and effort in known spawning aggregations—fishing them down to a point      

where they may not recover in subsequent years. 
● negatively impact commercial viability of existing operations due to catch being spread across 

more fishers. 
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Licence area 

There was some discussion on the proposed options for the licence area. There was general 
support for option 1 where there was an area on the West/South west coasts that would remain 
open to all holders of a calamari licence—noting that transiting another licence area would not be 
permitted if the fisher did not hold an adjacent area’s calamari licence. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Licence area 

The FAC recommends that the Minister consults on licence area option 1 as outlined in the 
discussion paper. This would allow all holders of a fishing licence (calamari) to have access to the 
west/south west coast area—noting no transiting from/to the north west or south east areas would 
be permitted if you did not hold a licence for that area. Non-licence holders would be on a daily trip 
limit. 

This management option would allow more flexibility to existing licence holders if catch and effort 
were to spread in the future. 

Accrual of catch history 

There was discussion on the accrual of catch history criteria. In summary: 

• key criteria of the investment warning were that you would have to have held a licence on 
the cut off date and continued to hold a licence since that date to be eligible to apply for one 
of the new calamari licences. 

• If you had significant amounts of calamari prior to the warning but sold your licence after 
the warning and now don’t hold a licence, you cannot claim any catch history and you 
cannot apply for a licence. 

• There was one criterion where the catch history of the licence could be transferred to the 
new holder of a licence if the new holder purchased the licence prior to the investment 
warning. This criterion was not clear on if that needed the licence holder to physically sign 
the catch history over to the purchaser or whether it could go to the purchaser automatically 
if the person that might otherwise claim the history is not eligible. 

• The NRE view is that before the warning if that person who sold the licence is gone and 
there is no other claim on the catch history then the person that bought that licence with 
legitimate catch history should be able to put their hand up for that catch history. That was 
not clear from the way this criterion was written in the discussion paper. 

• There was very little comment on the numbers of the qualifying criteria amounts. 

The FAC agreed that clarification of the accrual of catch history section on how catch history can 
be transferred to a subsequent licence holder—if they meet all the other application criteria—
should be made in the statutory consultation draft document to make it easier to understand. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Qualifying criteria 

That the Department clarify the “accrual of catch history” section of the statutory consultation 
documents to make it easier to understand. 
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Statewide trip limit (not seine) 

The FAC discussed the proposed Statewide daily trip limit for non-licence holders. Initial FAC 
agreement was for a daily trip limit of 15 kg. The submissions generally supported this although 
some thought it should be higher. 

Some industry members thought that this daily trip limit should be equivalent to the recreational 
boat limit, whatever that may be. Another industry member thought 15 kg was still too high as that 
is still $200-300 worth of fish. The NRE representative suggested that the FAC come back to this 
when we get to the recreational proposals and potentially make this limit subject to any recreational 
boat limit.  

Statewide trip limit for seine (including Danish seine) 

The original daily trip limit proposed for seine gear (including Danish seine) in previous calamari 
papers was 100 kg as part of a mixed bag for that sector. This figure covered the activities that had 
been reported in the logbooks over the catch history period. Some industry members suggest that, 
in certain areas, that amount was too generous and there was concern that this left the ability for a 
seine operator to target an aggregation of calamari which is something NRE has been very clear is 
not the intention.  

The FAC noted: 

• There were four options described in the discussion paper, with the NRE preference 
leaning towards a 50 kg limit for mainland Tasmania and a 100 kg limit for the Furneaux 
Group. 

• There is an added complication that indicates some form of spatial management is required 
which involves the Furneaux Group, where there has been a long standing beach seine 
fishery (garfish, mixed bag). They don’t really target calamari per se, but they do catch it as 
part of their fishing operation.  

• The view on Flinders is that if they catch calamari they are generally on the bottom of the 
bunt (as part of a mixed bag) and are all dead. If the bycatch limit is too low, then the fish 
over the limit are discarded dead. This was disputed by an industry member who has 
experience purse seining calamari in the past and stated that none of the calamari died 
when he used this method.  

• It was emphasised that the method of beach seining around the Furneaux Group is a little 
different to the traditional method of hauling to the beach. Beach seine fishers on Flinders 
tend to use the ‘fire balling’ method where they use the gear on the flats. Instead of pulling 
the net back to the beach they pull it back to the vessel—the fisher has to jump out of the 
vessel into the water and pull the seine net back to the boat. When the seine net is next to 
the vessel they then dip out the fish, whereas some other fishers will bring the net back 
towards the beach and empty the net in the water before pulling onto the beach.  

• It was explained that this is a form of operation that has been ongoing for a very long time 
around Flinders and is quite different to the operations we are trying to cover in this 
proposal.  

The NRE aims to try and find a way of being able to ensure the integrity of management on 
mainland Tasmania so there’s no targeting of calamari using a seine net, whilst not necessarily 
shutting down long term operations on the Furneaux Group that have had no discernible negative 
impact on the resource that we know of. There is a low level catch of calamari taken from the 
Furneaux Group compared to mainland Tasmania.  

Also noted was that most Flinders Island based fishers preferred that the Furneaux Group be 
excluded from the north east licence area (Note: the TSIC member tabled a letter received from 8 
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Flinders Island based licence holders/fishers towards the end of this discussion). While NRE 
understands their rationale it is not a viable long term option to leave the Furneaux open as the 
clear intent of the NRE is to avoid revisiting calamari management in the future—for while it is not 
as accessible as mainland coastal waters it is still possible for effort to shift to the Furneaux Group 
for 3-4 weeks a year if the area remains open. 

Main points from discussion: 

• some industry members believe that the daily trip limit should be much lower for seine.  
• The NRE representative noted that the proposed limits are an indication of what seine gear 

has historically caught and the intent is to limit them to this and not allow for active targeting 
of higher amounts.  

• One industry member believes that the proposed daily trip limit may not be an issue now 
but could be in 10 years’ time. 

• A trigger point for Furneaux catch could be included so if breached would then prompt a 
review of the daily trip limit. The catch is not large now so if a performance measure that 
said if the catch perhaps doubled, it still wouldn’t be a huge issue but then you are only 
managing catch in that specific area. 

• An industry member noted that it is not as easy to fish around Flinders Island as some 
people think—some have tried and have come back with nothing to show for it. 

• There is no commercial jigging of calamari around the Furneaux Group. 
• There was a suggestion of having a 50 kg limit around the Furneaux Group and 15 kg off 

mainland Tasmania. 

The proposal at the moment is 100 kg limit for the Furneaux and 50 kg limit for the mainland. From 
consultation there was a fair bit of support for 50 kg for the mainland. Some industry members felt 
that the mainland seine daily limit should be 15 kg the same as the jig limit. The NRE 
representative proposed that a daily seine limit of 25 kg for mainland Tasmania and 100 kg for the 
Furneaux Group and also recommend that the Department determines a trigger point for if the total 
catch in the Furneaux Group significantly increases then the daily limit would need to be reviewed. 

The TSIC member advised the FAC that nine Flinders Island based licence holders/fishers have 
tabled a position where they would like Flinders Island to be excluded from the developed calamari 
fishery process—i.e., the north east licence area—and remain an ‘undeveloped area’ similar to 
banded morwong. Their rationale is that there has been no pressure on calamari around Flinders 
Island for the past 11 years and that they feel they have not been consulted properly throughout 
this process. As previously mentioned, the Department’s preference is to include all areas around 
the State within this process. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Seine (including Danish seine) daily trip limit 

The FAC recommends that the Minister consults on a 25 kg daily trip limit in fishing block located 
around mainland Tasmania and a 100 kg daily limit for fishing blocks located around the Furneaux 
Group for beach seine, purse seine and Danish seine. Also recommend that the Department 
determines a trigger point for if the total catch in the Furneaux Group significantly increases then 
the daily limit would need to be reviewed. 

An industry member wanted clarification of if squid jigs and seine nets can be carried on a fishing 
vessel at the same time. This would be confirmed out of session [Note: refer to Rule 116 of the 
Fisheries (Scalefish) Rules 2015]. 

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/sr-2015-068#GS116@EN
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/sr-2015-068#GS116@EN
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Recreational limits 

In summary: 

• Some issues raised suggest that as most recreational effort occurs in the south east 
therefore a blanket statewide change for bag and boat limits is not warranted. 

• There were strong views from the public submissions that the commercial sector needs 
controlling not the recreational sector and if action needs to be taken in the north then it 
should be around extending the spawning closure. 

• The NRE view is that a recreational boat limit has merit in terms of limiting commercial 
amounts of fish on the water. This position is not supported by TARFish who believe that 
boat limits infringe on individual bag limits. 

• This will be going to the RecFAC in February 2022 then we will need to canvas the sector 
more with some port tours and will base our final recommendations to the Minister together 
with RecFAC and SFAC recommendations. 

• Seems to be a view from some in the recreational sector that they are going to take a hit 
and the commercial sector is not. 

• The science we have behind any management change that make certain measures 
necessary is a challenge in the Scalefish Fishery due to assessments not being as 
quantitatively exact as a quota fishery so are less precise, but in the theory of fisheries 
management that should mean you are more precautionary, not less precautionary.  

• The message for this fishery is fairly simple. The catches have increased and if we don’t do 
something they will crash. In the south east we used to have large spawning aggregations 
in Mercury Passage and Great Oyster Bay, which are no longer there. If we don’t do 
anything to protect the north coast, then the same thing could happen. 

6. Research priorities  
The FAC reviewed the table of research priorities and updated where necessary. Refer to 
Attachment D for the updated table. 

7. Reports  
Verbal reports were provided. 

7.1. Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS) 
Dr Nils Krueck reported that: 

• Looking forward to Jeremy’s replacement Alyssa starting early next year. 
• In the scalefish assessment space we are continuing to introduce and explore new 

assessment approaches and working on regionalisation as well because as we have seen 
for calamari this can be important to see where the fishery has been operating and 
associated trends. 

• We have an external review of the scalefish assessment report which will happen more 
regularly—maybe every other year for all assessment reports.  

• Are in the process of moving the assessment reports online 
(https://tasfisheriesresearch.org/). The biological information and all components that don’t 
require annual updates will be available online and removed from the reports. The intention 
is to have the whole report online and retire the written ones. 

https://tasfisheriesresearch.org/
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7.2. Tasmania Police – Marine Division 
Constable Ashley Kent was an apology, so no report was tabled or presented. 

7.3. Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council (TSIC) 
Julian Harrington reported that: 

• The Tasmanian Scalefish Fishermen’s Association (TSFA) presented three proposals to 
TSIC 

• has drafted a 10 year Strategy for the Scalefish Fishery which it is happy to share with the 
FAC. 

• Would like to see a harvest strategy for banded morwong. 
• Would also like to pursue having banded morwong listed on the Fisheries Licensing and 

Ownership Register at the next opportunity. 
The NRE Licensing and Operations Manager advised that a formal request from industry to the 
Director, Marine Resources outlining this so it can be formally pursued. 
The NRE fishery manager asked if the TSFA was happy to share the 10 year strategy with the 
Department. The TSIC member said he would check with the TSFA and confirm. The strategy is a 
flow on from discussions that comes off the back of the Recreational Fishing Strategy, noting that 
TSIC do not want to see a commercial fishing strategy like that one. There is no long term plan on 
how we want to manage or how we want our commercial fisheries to look like or how we tackle 
issues like the latent effort. The TSIC member noted that he is certainly pursuing this through the 
Minister’s office and through the Director, Marine Resources. 
 
ACTION ITEM: TSIC and TSFA to write to the Director, Marine Resources requesting that banded 
morwong be listed in the Fisheries Licensing and Ownership Register. 

7.4. Community and Conservation 
Jon Bryan was unable to present a report as he had to leave the meeting early. 

7.5. Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishermen’s Association (TRLFA) 
Rene Hidding reported that: 

• Rock lobster currently in a soft market, over supplied (in competition with other States 
domestically due to continued closure of China market) and we are on water when our fish 
are in the worst condition (new shellers). So, a bit of work to do in that space. 

• Sourcing of bait is still an issue with the rock lobster sector. Keen for local sources but are 
aware that price is the sticking point for potential local suppliers.  

• Under a lot of pressure from the recreational sector, particularly on the east coast where the 
recreational sector is calling for the commercial sector to lose 80 t of the 104 t east coast 
quota and this be allocated to the recreational sector. This is more than 20% of the fishery 
and the Government seems to hold a similar view.  

• This will reduce the east coast TAC to 24 t and will encourage a race to fish which will 
eventually push the smaller operators out of the east coast fishery. 

• The recreational fishing strategy has put the commercial sector at a disadvantage.  
• The commercial fishing industry need to work together on the resource sharing issue and 

unite with one voice to better negotiate with the recreational sector. 
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7.6. Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania (NRE) – Marine Resources  
Grant Pullen reported that:   

• We don’t know how Tasmania reopening to other States from 15 December 2021 will 
impact our business going forward. This will evolve over time. 

• In 2023 there are a range of issues that the Wild Fisheries Management Branch will require 
some planning and extra resources to enable progression. Some issues coming out of the 
recreational strategy overlap with the long term strategic issues related to the commercial 
fishery such as harvest strategies, resource sharing, emerging species, depleted species 
etc. The intent is that these issues are bundled up into a project together and will receive 
the appropriate resources so they can be progressed. 

• While there is some angst around where some of those issues have come from—i.e., the 
recreational fishing strategy—the aim in the longer term is to provide better strategic 
management for the whole fishery. 

• There was discussion of the potential for developing an Australian sardine fishery to assist 
the rock lobster sector in accessing for local bait at a good price point. NRE indicated there 
is a process that needs to happen to enable any new fishery to be developed. 

8. Other Business 
There were two items of “other business” tabled for this meeting proposed by industry members 
Colleen Osborne and Steve Crocker. 

8.1. Strategic plan for the Scalefish Fishery (Colleen Osborne) 
Industry member Colleen Osborne proposed that the FAC consider the need for a strategic plan for 
management of the Scalefish Fishery, rather than continuing knee jerk reactions to issues as they 
emerge. There is a need to pre-emptively deal with potential issues strategically. Catch history 
creates a mentality in fishers that the more you fish the better opportunity you are going to have to 
receive a licence in the future. We need a better system to identify who should be allocated a 
licence based on mechanisms other than catch. 

The NRE representative noted that this is essentially about developing policy to deal with such 
issues. Also noted was the 10 year plan from the Tasmanian Scalefish Fishermen’s Association 
tabled by the TSIC representative and the final report on the socio-economic project being 
delivered in February 2022 that was presented to the FAC this morning. While NRE can’t yet 
commit to a specific time frame, the plan is to develop policy on emerging species, depleted 
species, scalefish endorsements, resource sharing and seek resources to progress these together 
as a package, rather than as ad hoc individual issues.  

8.2. Management action on depleted and depleting species (Steve Crocker) 
Industry member Steve Crocker proposed that the FAC urgently consider management action for 
the Scalefish Fishery species assessed as depleted or depleting in the preliminary assessment 
presented by IMAS at SFAC 74. Was disappointed after SFAC 74 as we don’t seem to be 
progressing recovery of these species. After considering the discussion around planning for 
dealing with depleted species during item 8.1 it was agreed that this topic would fall under the 
proposed policy package project.  

8.3. Resourcing of the NRE Wild Fisheries Management Branch  
The Chair highlighted that throughout todays discussion the large number of tasks the Wild 
Fisheries Management Branch have either underway (calamari management) or upcoming tasks—
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such as fisheries policy development for resource sharing framework, developing harvest 
strategies, and more strategic policy for operational management issues. The FAC noted that all of 
these tasks require significant resources, and it will be frustrating for industry if these tasks can’t be 
completed within a reasonable time frame. 

The processor member proposed a motion that the SFAC recommends to the Minister that funding 
be secured from the Wild Fisheries Action Plan to engage a project manager to represent the 
interests of the commercial fishing sector throughout all discussions and negotiations over the 
implementation of the recreational fishing strategy during 2022. 

The TSIC member highlighted new NRE staff member Rosie Katunar whose role is as a Policy 
Officer (Tasmanian Seafood) for the Wild Fisheries Action Plan, which is the post-harvest funding 
that came through in the last budget that is trying to support marketing and new products etc. Also 
noted that tomorrow is the community consultation deadline for the 2022/23 State Budget and 
TSIC included in their submission a detailed explanation of all the challenges we face with wild 
fisheries management and that the Department are under resourced to do core business let alone 
all the new challenges we face. TSIC on behalf of industry are calling for significant resources over 
the next two to three years to face all these challenges through developing policy, legislative 
changes etc. Can only encourage the TRLFA, the TSFA to make their own submissions or add 
their full support to the TSIC submission. 

After some discussion the FAC noted that the Department is stressed in delivering core 
responsibilities and has now had extra tasks either generated from industry or government through 
the recreational fishing strategy coming up with a range of things which are cross sectorial issues, 
and we can’t expect the Department to undertake all of these important matters without additional 
resources. 

The TSIC member advised that at a recent TSIC sector meeting where it was agreed to the 
possibility of some of the larger sectors (rock lobster, abalone, TSIC) each putting in a level of 
funding to support the employment of someone with the appropriate qualifications to support 
industry through all of these challenges over the next few years. The idea is if industry have a 
reasonable amount of money, we can ask the Minister to match it to employ someone with a 
research or political background to support industry. This opportunity will be progressed over the 
next few weeks. 

The SFAC was of the unanimous view that this considerable additional workload cannot be 
adequately managed without additional staff and other resources being made available to the Wild 
Fisheries Management Branch. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Resourcing of the Wild Fisheries Management Branch 

In order to meet new government initiatives, that the Wild Fisheries Management Branch be 
provided with significantly enhanced staffing and other resources. 

9. Dates for next meeting 
The next meeting of SFAC is scheduled tentatively for April 2022. 

 

Meeting closed 3:00 pm. 
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Attachments 
All attachments have been updated to reflect discussion at this meeting. 

Attachment A – Declarations of SFAC members’ Material Personal Interest 

Attachment B – SFAC 75 Agenda 

Attachment C – SFAC Action Items 

Attachment D – SFAC Research Priorities 

 

The following will be separate attachments available on request. 

Attachment E – FRDC Project Update: Socio-economic characteristics and future strategies for the 
Tasmanian Scalefish Fishery presentation by Dr Emily Ogier 

Attachment F – Banded Morwong presentation by Dr Nils Krueck and Brett Stacy 

Attachment G – Summary of Responses on the Calamari Management Discussion Paper 
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ATTACHMENT A – Declarations of SFAC members’ Material Personal Interest 

 Declared Interest - Last updated: March 2021 
Members  
Senior Constable Karina 
BREEN  

Alternate member (proxy) for Constable Ashley KENT. Marine Police Officer. 
Holds recreational licences. No interest. 

Mr Jon BRYAN 
(Community & 
Conservation member) 

Member of other Tasmanian FACs, TARFish Committee, and two recreational 
diving clubs. Member of “Stop the Trawler”. Employed by the Tasmanian 
Conservation Trust but not representing them on this committee. 
No interest in any fishery. 

Mr Steve CROCKER 
(Processor member) 

Processor of live abalone, rock lobster, live banded morwong and wrasse. 
Owns a scalefish licence package with banded morwong and quota. 

Mr Brendan EMMETT 
(Industry member) 

Owns and operates a licence package with scalefish, banded morwong and 
wrasse licences. 

Mr Todd FRANCIS 
(Industry member) 

Owns and operates two scalefish licence packages. Package 1: scalefish B on 
a 0-<10m vessel. Package 2: scalefish B, purse seine net (non-transferable), 
wrasse, southern calamari licences on a 0-<6m vessel. Mainly targets calamari 
and wrasse. 

Mr Craig GARLAND 
(Industry member) 

Owner operator. Holder of a scalefish licence package with a scalefish A and 
beach seine B. Small mesh gillnet licence. Is endorsed to use small mesh 
gillnets on the north coast. Targets calamari and all inshore scalefish species 
of the NW region both commercially and recreationally. 

Mr Alan JARVIS  
(Industry member) 

Owns and operates a licence package with a scalefish B, wrasse, small mesh 
gillnet on a 0-<10m vessel. 

Mr Julian HARRINGTON 
(TSIC member) 

Chief Executive of Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council. Member of all 
Tasmanian commercial FACs, all RAGs, SMRCA committee, ShellMAP and 
Biosecurity Advisory Committee. No financial interest in the Scalefish Fishery. 

Mr Rene HIDDING 
(TRLFA member) 

Chief Executive Office of the Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishermen’s 
Association. 

Constable Ashley KENT 
(Tas. Police member) 

Marine Police Officer. Holds recreational licences. No interest. 

Mr Max KITCHELL (Chair) No interest, material or otherwise, in the Tasmanian Scalefish Fishery.  
Dr Nils KRUECK Research Fellow at the Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS). 

Interest in securing funding relevant to research into Tasmania’s commercial 
and recreational fisheries. 

Mr Nicholas MARTIN 
(Industry member) 

Operates two licence packages. Package 1 is wrasse, scalefish B, beach seine 
A, banded morwong and 0-<20m vessel. Package 2 is scalefish B and 0-<10m. 
Targets calamari, garfish, pike and banded morwong. 

Mrs Colleen OSBORNE 
(Industry member) 

Husband, David Osborne, is a commercial scalefish fisherman. Owns 2 x 
fishing licence (vessels), beach seine A [with an endorsement to use beach 
seine on NW coast between Stanley and Point Sorell], scalefish B, small mesh 
gillnet.  

Mr Grant PULLEN Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania (NRE) – 
Manager (Wild Fisheries Management Branch). No interest. 

Invited participant  
Mr Malcolm BUDD NRE – Manager (Compliance and Licensing). No interest. 
Dr Emily OGIER IMAS Marine Social Science Research Fellow. Presenting in item 2. Interest in 

securing research funding and interest in Tasmanian Rock Lobster Industry as 
a Director on a Family Trust involved in commercial fishing. 

Mr Brett Stacy IMAS/UTAS/CSIRO researcher (PhD candidate). Presenting in item 4. 
Executive Officer 
Ms Frances SEABORN NRE – Senior Fisheries Management Officer, Scalefish Fishery (including 

squid and octopus) and SFAC Executive Officer. No interest. 
Observers  
Ms Rani EKAWATY IMAS student. No interest. 
Ms Rosie KATUNAR NRE. No interest. 
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ATTACHMENT B – Updated SFAC 73 Agenda 

30 March 2021 | 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM AEST 

Agenda item Purpose Presenter Time (AEDT) 

 1. Preliminaries    15 mins (9:00 am) 

 1.1 Welcome and apologies For information Chair  

 1.2 Declarations of interest For action All participants  

 1.3 Adoption of agenda For action Chair  

 1.4 Actions arising  For information DPIPWE/NRE  

 1.5 Ministerial decisions For information  DPIPWE/NRE  

 2. FRDC Project no. 2018-067: 
Socio-economic Scalefish 
Fishery project update 

  1.5 hours (9:15 am) 

MORNING TEA BREAK  15 mins (10:45) 

 3. LMRMA Review For information Megan Cooper 15 mins (11:00 am) 

 4. Banded morwong   1 hour (11:15 am) 

 4.1 Updated model outputs  IMAS  

 4.2 Setting the 2022/23 Banded 
Morwong TAC 

 DPIPWE/NRE  

LUNCH BREAK ~ 40 mins (12:15) 

 5. Calamari management    1.5 hours (1:15 – 2:45) 

 Outcome of Stage 1 consultation 
For discussion & 
advice DPIPWE/NRE  

 6. Research Priorities 
(Attachment 6D) 

 All members 20 mins (2:45 – 3:05) 

 7. Reports (paper or verbal) For information  30 mins (3:05 – 3:35) 

 7.1 IMAS  Nils Krueck  

 7.2 Tasmania Police   Ashley Kent  

 7.3 TSIC  Julian Harrington  

 7.4 Community & Conservation  Jon Bryan  

 7.5 TRLFA  Rene Hidding  

 7.6 DPIPWE/NRE  Grant Pullen  

 8. Other business   5 mins (3:35 – 3:40) 

 8.1. Strategic plan for the Scalefish 
Fishery 

 Colleen Osborne  

 8.2. Management action on 
depleted and depleting species 

 Steve Crocker  

 9. Next meeting dates For discussion Frances Seaborn 5 mins 3:40 – 3:45) 

 Meeting close    
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ATTACHMENT C – SFAC Action Items 
 

Complete Underway Yet to start SFAC advice required / for noting 

 

 Meeting Agenda 
item reference No. Description Responsibility Timeframe Status update 

 
SFAC 71 

(4/09/2020) 
10.2  2.3 

Industry member Brendan Emmett to work 
with TSIC and provide a paper on the 
proposal to allow access to Mercury 
Passage by all holders of a fishing licence 
(banded morwong) via endorsement.  

Brendan Emmett 
& TSIC  Complete. Refer to item 1.5 

 SFAC 74 1.4 4.1 
That a standing item notifying the FAC of 
the outcome of Ministerial decisions is 
added to the agenda of future meetings. 

NRE SFAC 75 
Complete. Now a standing agenda 
item 

 SFAC 74  7.1 4.2 

SFAC Executive Officer to draft letter of 
thanks to retired IMAS representative 
Jeremy Lyle on behalf of the SFAC for the 
Chair’s signature. 

NRE ASAP Ongoing. To be completed asap. 

 SFAC 75 7.3 5.1 

TSIC and TSFA to write to the Director, 
Marine Resources requesting that banded 
morwong be listed in the Fisheries 
Licensing and Ownership Register. 

TSIC/TSFA ASAP  
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ATTACHMENT D – SFAC Research Priorities 
 

Research complete Underway Yet to start Awaiting funding or more information 

 

 Meeting Species or fishery Description of research need Priority Funding source Status 

  

SFAC 61 
3/10/2016 
[updated at 
SFAC 75 - 
2021) 

Garfish 

Better understanding of if the fishery is 
undergoing availability issues or 
recruitment failure. Review existing 
closures and determine if timing and 
zones are appropriate, particularly for the 
north. 
Age and growth, age structure  

High 
SMRCA 
FRDC 

No update on actual science. Small 
projects are underway. IMAS preference 
is for a larger project to combine these 
smaller projects and submitted a larger 
project for funding through the FRDC 
EOI process. 
Project EOI summary was that in the 
future IMAS would like to make use of 
increasing availability of length data (for 
example) using technology and citizen 
science. Project aims to explore what 
technology is available, what kind of 
citizen science can we harness etc. 
A lot of progress with length based 
assessment approaches and IMAS 
would like to bring it all together and 
categorise the different types of species 
we have in the Scalefish Fishery and see  
what data collection methods would be 
appropriate and strategically collect 
more meaningful data at a species level. 
FRDC did not fund this project as 
currently written and IMAS will resubmit 
it and include some innovation (more of 
a research and development 
component) as per FRDC feedback.  
THIS RESEARCH NEED HAS BEEN 
MOVED TO THE COMBINED 
PROJECT AT BOTTOM OF TABLE 
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SFAC 61 
3/10/2016 
[updated at 
SFAC 75 - 
2021) 

Wrasse 
Banded Morwong 

UPDATE SFAC 74: Suggest a dedicated 
project that investigates spatial dynamics, 
potentially funded by FRDC 
 
Wrasse 
Status of wrasse stocks: assessing the 
impacts of fishing at localised and regional 
scales.  
The known research on these species is 
not current. 
This is an important component of the 
Scalefish Fishery.  
Likely to be the highest value species in 
the scalefish fishery. Anecdotal reports 
received from industry that localised 
depletions and serial depletions have 
occurred in some regions. Transitional 
size will give indication of fishing pressure. 
 
Banded morwong 
An ongoing review of the Banded 
Morwong assessment model helped 
identify key sensitivities around biomass 
predictions which need to be addressed 
for more robust parameterisation and a 
potential update of the model structure. 
Research needs to address key 
sensitivities include a better understanding 
of (1) population sizes and movements 
across shallow and deep water reef 
habitats, (2) gear selectivity, and (3) the 
growth of young fish.   

High 
SMRCA  
UTAS 
FRDC 

The initial reef project combined wrasse 
and banded morwong but didn’t get 
funding as a standalone project. FRDC 
did agree  to co-fund a PhD project—
$10K towards supporting the salary of a 
student, $15K operating funds, UTas 
likely to cover other part of the living 
allowance. SMRCA might further support 
the PhD project with up to $10-15K 
towards the operating costs. 
A stand-alone project would have been 
able to get the work done quicker with 
more resources, but we a longer-term 
study with temporal replication is 
desirable and we can re-apply to try and 
seek more funding if necessary. 
Potential for making the banded 
morwong component limited to the PhD 
and seeking more funding for the wrasse 
component. Needs further discussion 
internally at IMAS. 
https://www.frdc.com.au/november-
2021-competitive-round-call-
applications 
 
Research Advisory Committee Post-
graduate student funding 
Tasmanian RAC: Quantifying reef fish 
abundance and movements to sustain 
key fisheries in Tasmania 
To assess localised and serial depletion 
(e.g., of Banded Morwong and 
Bluethroat Wrasse) there is a need to (1) 
measure abundance across gradients in 
fishing intensity and water depth, and (2) 
quantify scales of individual movements 
across shallow and deep-water reef 
habitats. In combination, this information 

https://www.frdc.com.au/november-2021-competitive-round-call-applications
https://www.frdc.com.au/november-2021-competitive-round-call-applications
https://www.frdc.com.au/november-2021-competitive-round-call-applications
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will clarify fundamental assumptions 
about reef fish population dynamics. 
The funding available for each student 
will be $25,000 per year, for up to 3 
years, comprised of an annual $10,000 
top-up stipend for living expenses and 
$15,000 for project operating expenses. 

 Meeting  Species or fishery Description of research need Priority Funding source Status 

 

SFAC 61 
3/10/2016 
[updated at 
SFAC 75 - 
2021) 

Striped Trumpeter 

Require more information to enable 
determination of the size and age 
structure of the stock.  
Increasing interest in this species from the 
rock lobster sector 
 
 

 
SMRCA 
FRDC 

Like garfish, striped trumpeter falls into 
the larger project that IMAS is working on  
to resubmit to FRDC for funding.  
There is some sampling going on at the 
moment. Not getting enough data to 
make a confident statement on the status 
of the stock. Need more data. 
THIS RESEARCH NEED HAS BEEN 
MOVED TO THE COMBINED PROJECT  
AT BOTTOM OF TABLE 

 

 

 

 

SFAC 63 
8/11/2017 
[updated at 
SFAC 75 - 
2021] 

Bastard Trumpeter 
& 
Blue Warehou  

Both classified as “depleted”. Recreational 
sector is main catcher of both species and 
require targeted research specifically on 
the recreational gillnet fishery. 
Population biology of, and status of 
bastard trumpeter to enable improved 
management and a review of suitability of 
existing management measures in 
achieving long term sustainability. 
Blue warehou is predominantly a 
Commonwealth managed species – 
although managed by Tasmania in State 
waters. Is currently managed under a 
bycatch TAC limit in the SESSF. 

 
SMRCA 
FRDC 

Like garfish, bastard trumpeter and blue 
warehou fall into the larger project IMAS 
is working on  to resubmit to FRDC for 
funding. IMAS prefer to have continued 
sampling rather than a one off to improve 
the stock assessment in the long term. 
THIS RESEARCH NEED HAS BEEN 
MOVED TO THE COMBINED PROJECT  
AT BOTTOM OF TABLE 
Bastard trumpeter - Frame program is 
continuing, primarily from rec sector. 
Would like to expand this to commercial 
sector. State catch comprised of 
juveniles/sub adults. Potential for survey 
in gillnet free areas such as the Derwent. 
Unaware of any research being 
undertaken on blue warehou in the 
Commonwealth  
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 Meeting  Species or fishery Description of research need Priority Funding source Status 

 

SFAC 64 
13/04/2018 
[updated at 
SFAC 75 - 
2021] 

Southern calamari 

Scope out further required research for 
statewide and potentially a regional 
assessment.  

High SMRCA 

IMAS view is that there is sufficient 
information to estimate when the 
spawning is happening. It is now a 
management decision on how 
precautionary any spawning closure is. 
The final report for FRDC Project No. 
2016/028 titled Where do calamari 
spawn in northern Tasmania and how will 
this information aid the management of 
the Calamari Fishery in northern 
Tasmania? is available for download on 
the IMAS website. 
Remove from table for SFAC 76 

 

SFAC 65 
29/08/2018 
[updated at 
SFAC 75 - 
2021] 

All species currently 
assessed as 
“undefined” 

Improving the Tasmanian Scalefish 
Fishery Assessment by addressing gaps 
in the understanding of key biological 
processes for certain species.  
Related to this diversity and the limited 
economic value of individual species, 
there is a general paucity of basic 
biological information directly relevant to 
Tasmania populations for many species. 
Such information is necessary to underpin 
stock status determinations and assess 
the likely impacts of fishing and is either 
absent or inferred from populations 
outside of Tasmania.  

 Funded FRDC 

Like garfish, these species fall into the 
larger project that IMAS is working on  to 
resubmit to FRDC for funding. 
THIS RESEARCH NEED HAS BEEN 
MOVED TO THE COMBINED PROJECT  
AT BOTTOM OF TABLE 
FRDC Project No. 2018-070: 
Opportunities and impacts of range 
extending scalefish species: 
understanding population dynamics, 
ecosystem impacts and management 
needs. FRDC project 2018-070 includes 
King George whiting, Snapper and 
Yellowtail Kingfish. Need to confirm if 
potential for determining timing of a 
spawning closure for King George 
whiting is part of this project. Project due 
to finish in early 2022. IMAS to provide a 
project update to the FAC at a future 
meeting.  
Send final report to SFAC members 
when published 

  

https://www.imas.utas.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1354887/Calamari-spawning-in-Northern-Tas.pdf
https://www.imas.utas.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1354887/Calamari-spawning-in-Northern-Tas.pdf
https://www.imas.utas.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1354887/Calamari-spawning-in-Northern-Tas.pdf
https://www.imas.utas.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1354887/Calamari-spawning-in-Northern-Tas.pdf
https://www.imas.utas.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1354887/Calamari-spawning-in-Northern-Tas.pdf
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 Meeting  Species or fishery Description of research need Priority Funding source Status 

 

SFAC 65 
29/08/2018 
[updated at 
SFAC 75 - 
2021] 

Assessing the 
impacts and 
implications of seal-
fishery interactions 
in Tasmania 

Anecdotally, interactions between seals 
and fishers (commercial and recreational) 
are increasing across the State. However, 
these interactions remain poorly 
quantified, and their effect on fishery 
performance and abundance is poorly 
understood.  
In terms of fisheries assessment, seals 
pose two confounding issues – alterations 
in catch rates caused by fishers trying to 
reduce interactions (e.g., through the 
deployment of ‘dummy’ fishing gear), and 
increased rates of mortality of fish from 
seals preying on captured individuals 
(either those to be retained or discards).  
Research components could include 
documenting nature of interactions to 
better quantify this in logbooks; trialling 
activities and gear to reduce interactions, 
or assessing the fate of discards under 
increasing seal interactions.  

  

SFAC 75 Update: on investigating 
whether this was worth pursuing IMAS 
have decided that the interaction data 
from the logbooks is unreliable at this 
point in time. Potential for being 
addressed in the banded morwong PhD 
project. Need to determine to what extent 
the logbook data is unreliable.  
The NRE representative advised that the 
NRE Marine Conservation Program 
presented the latest information on seal 
range extensions and thought it 
worthwhile being presented to the FAC at 
the next meeting. The FAC supported 
this. 
The NRE fishery manager noted that key 
is ensuring that fishers record their 
interactions correctly. If they are not 
doing it the data won’t be able to support 
want happens on the water in any future 
research. Also, it is required by law to 
complete the interaction data under the 
EPBC Act. 
Improved species assessments through 
better understanding of interactions and 
seal-induced mortality, better-informed 
management of commercially and 
recreationally exploited species.  
IMAS included a proposal on their 
proposed Scalefish RAG Research 
Priorities list that was tabled at the July 
2019 TasRAC meeting, but nothing yet 
progressed. 
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 Meeting  Species or fishery Description of research need Priority Funding source Status 

 SFAC 71 
4/09/2020 Banded Morwong 

An ongoing review of the Banded 
Morwong assessment model helped 
identify key sensitivities around biomass 
predictions which need to be addressed 
for more robust parameterisation and a 
potential update of the model structure. 
Research needs to address key 
sensitivities include a better understanding 
of (1) population sizes and movements 
across shallow and deep water reef 
habitats, (2) gear selectivity, and (3) the 
growth of young fish.  

High 

ARC (will know if 
successful in July 
2021). If not 
successful, then 
FRDC 
 
Potential for 
SMRCA 
contingency fund 
to get project 
started quicker.  

SFAC 75 Update: IMAS have combined 
this research need with wrasse.  
This research need will be removed 
from the table prior to SFAC 76. 

 

SFAC 72 
20/10/2020 
[updated at 
SFAC 75 - 
2021] 

Danish seine 

Small project that would provide a 
snapshot of the Danish seine sector as we 
don’t collect discard data in the scalefish 
logbook.  
Have observers on Danish seine vessels 
to record catch retained, discarded, 
interactions etc and provide a short report 
that we could make available publicly.  High SMRCA 

SFAC 75 Update: Project started in 
2021 and data collection for school 
whiting trips have been conducted. 
Unfortunately, the active Danish seine 
fishers are not keen to assist with the 
flathead component of the project. The 
school whiting trips have been 
completed, but no flathead trips. This is  
disappointing and as a result the report 
may not be as useful as initially than 
predicted.  
This sector is heavily scrutinised and 
information in that space is better than no 
information. It would be ideal to provide 
information that is verifiable, that can be 
placed on the public record. 
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 Meeting  Species or fishery Description of research need Priority Funding source Status 

 
SFAC 75 
9/10/2021 

Garfish 
Bastard trumpeter 
Striped trumpeter 
Blue warehou 
All species currently 
assessed as 
“undefined” in the 
Scalefish Fishery 
assessment 

As advised at SFAC 75, this larger project 
would combine the smaller projects on 
individual species into one. 
Garfish 
Classified as “depleted”. Better 
understanding of if the fishery is 
undergoing availability issues or 
recruitment failure. Review existing 
closures and determine if timing and zones 
are appropriate, particularly for the north. 
Age and growth, age structure 
Bastard trumpeter 
Classified as ‘depleted”. Population 
biology of, and status of bastard trumpeter 
to enable improved management and a 
review of suitability of existing 
management measures in achieving long 
term sustainability. 
Blue warehou 
Classified as “depleted”. Blue warehou is 
predominantly a Commonwealth managed 
species – although managed by Tasmania 
in State waters. Is currently managed 
under a bycatch TAC limit in the SESSF. 
Striped trumpeter 
Classified as “depleted”. Require more 
information to enable determination of the 
size and age structure of the stock.  
Increasing interest in this species from the 
rock lobster sector 
Undefined species 
Improving the Tasmanian Scalefish 
Fishery Assessment by addressing gaps in 
the understanding of key biological 
processes for certain species.  
 

 
FRDC 
SMRCA 

SFAC 75 Update: No update on actual 
science. Small projects are underway. 
IMAS preference is for a larger project to 
combine these smaller projects and 
submitted a larger project for funding 
through the FRDC EOI process. 
Title: Harnessing novel data collection 
and assessment approaches for small-
scale fisheries management in Tasmania 
Need (FRDC EOI): Small-scale coastal 
fisheries account for a significant 
proportion of total fisheries production 
and are of high community value but 
remain difficult to assess and manage. 
Recent advances in research, technology 
and citizen science provide an 
opportunity to initiate data collection 
tailored to the strengths of a suite of 
novel stock assessment approaches for 
data-poor conditions. This is particularly 
relevant for a growing number of species 
where the recreational sector is 
becoming the dominant sector in regard 
to extraction including emerging species 
(such as KGW, Snapper, YTK) which 
currently have a low commercial catch. 
This has led to a situation where some 
stocks cannot adequately be classified 
based on commercial catch and effort 
data alone.  
 
FRDC did not fund this project as 
currently written and IMAS will resubmit it 
and include some innovation (more of a 
research and development component) 
as per FRDC feedback.  
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Need (FRDC EOI): 
There is also an increasing recognition of 
the need to regionalise assessment 
models for some species due to localised 
depletion and potential variability in 
biological traits across segmented 
populations. 
Related to this diversity and the limited 
economic value of individual species, there 
is a general paucity of basic biological 
information directly relevant to Tasmania 
populations for many species. Such 
information is necessary to underpin stock 
status determinations and assess the likely 
impacts of fishing and is either absent or 
inferred from populations outside of 
Tasmania. 
For the Tasmanian Scalefish Fishery 
(TSF), there is a need to understand and 
formally document data availability and 
needs relative to the requirements of 
assessment approaches that will enable 
for more rigorous stock status 
classification against management 
reference points. Multiple novel data-poor 
stock assessment approaches, including 
LB-SPR, LIME and SS-DL, for example, 
are length-based but likely to allow for 
robust stock status classifications of many 
recreational species.  
Project outcomes should guide the 
development of decision rules and 
performance indicators in harvest 
strategies, including hierarchical decision 
trees that are suitable to formalise 
management priorities in response to 
assessment outcomes. 
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